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FNQ REGIONAL PRIORITIES

AT A GLANCE

FNQROC seeks the development of a new 
modern statutory Regional Plan which is 
supported and accountable to both local 
and state government which provides 
a clear strategic direction to support 
economic and population growth.  

The boundary of a new modern FNQ 
Regional Plan includes Cook Shire and 

Etheridge Shire Councils.

Housing
FNQROC seeks as a matter of priority, 
for the Queensland State Government 
to work with the relevant Indigenous 
councils to deliver on its commitment 
to Local Housing Plans to identify 
land availability, address land tenure 
issues and progress planning for new 
subdivisions ensuring there is a plan 
for funding of trunk infrastructure to 
support new housing development now 
and into the future.

Form a Housing supply expert panel 
similar to SEQ to address:
a. Overcrowding in our Indigenous 

communities
b. Availability of housing which is 

leading to…
     i. Affordability of housing which is 

leading to…
 ii. significant social housing needs

Renew the FNQ Regional Plan to 
incorporate strategies to reduce the 
number of people on the social housing 
register and enable affordable housing 
options.

Support Cairns Regional Councils 
Water Security – Stage 1 project 
and match the federal governments 
bipartisan $107.5million commitment 
towards the project’s capital costs.

Etheridge Shire Council is supported 
through the next stage of the 
Gilbert River Irrigation Project to 
get the project listed as a State 
Coordinated Project and commence 
an Environmental Impact Statement 
estimated to cost $7.5million

Renew the Regional Plan to articulate 
how the FNQ 2036 strategic priority 
of “increase the supply of water 
to accommodate growth in the 
region” and “review institutional 
arrangements to ensure efficient, 
sustainable and equitable coordinated 
regional water planning and the 
delivery of bulk water supply 
and treatment services” will be 
implemented.

.

Water

New FNQ 
Statutory
Regional Plan

$902mil maintenance 
backlog in our region.

Kuranda Range Road 

NQ Freight Study 

Roads

More strategic governance of state 
funding to programs (such as Mobile 
Black spot Program and Regional 
Connectivity Program) to meet actual 
needs of remote people. 

Connectivity

Queensland State Government 
to accept all associated waste 
management costs generated within 
the Queensland National Parks 
networks, including waste generated 
by Queensland Parks and Wildlife 
Service works, Service staff and 
tourist visitors.

Waste
Management
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DOUGLAS

YARRABAH

CAIRNS

CASSOWARY COAST

HINCHINBROOK

COOK

TABLELANDS

ETHERIDGECROYDON

New FNQ Statutory Regional Plan

Roads

Water 

Housing

Digital Connectivity

Waste Management

HOPE VALE

WUJAL WUJAL
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Our timeworn Regional Plans are 
holding us back.  It is why we are 
missing out on opportunities for 
‘Our North, Our Future: 2021 – 
2026 Master Planning’ which is 
designed to accelerate Regions 
of Growth and the Northern 
Australian Economy.   
We are the fastest growing region 
in northern Australia, and we have 
no State supported direction.

REQUEST FNQROC seeks the development of a new modern statutory Regional Plan 
which is supported and accountable to both local and state government 
which provides a clear strategic direction to support economic and 
population growth.  

The boundary of a new modern FNQ Regional Plan includes Cook Shire and 
Etheridge Shire Councils.

A NEW MODERN 
REGIONAL PLAN

A modern plan can help support the regions 
population and economic growth:

• Population growth since 2006 is 19.11%.

• Future growth opportunities on the 
Tablelands will provide good outcomes 
when considering the effects of climate 
change (heat, sea level rise).

• Strategies to overcome identified barriers 
in the current plan. 

• Clearly determined strategic direction for 
economic growth and diversification. 

• Big bold plans.

• Strategies to take advantage of our 
position in relation to the asia/pacific 
region.  

• Strategies to enable us to be the long 
talked about food bowl. 

• Eliminate/reduce restrictions on tourist 
attractions in regional landscapes which 
includes tourist accommodation.

• Change current ethos of “The regional 
plan’s approach is based on managing 
rather than responding to growth” to one 
of supporting growth.

• Enable councils to review their Planning 
Schemes to reflect a modern regional 
plan.

• Reduce the 178 land use policies in 
FNQ2031.

• Review renewable energy targets in the 
plan have been met and exceeded.

• Refocus/ reinvigorate progress in terms of 
Strengthening Indigenous Communities 
section of the plan.

• Review/redefine the Indigenous objective 
“Regional planning processes recognise 
and facilitate the need to increase 
indigenous economic and housing 
opportunities”.  

• Involve and engage the community in the 
development of a new plan.  

1
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HOUSING

REQUESTS
FNQROC seeks as a matter of 
priority, for the Queensland State 
Government to work with the 
relevant Indigenous councils to 
deliver on its commitment to 
Local Housing Plans to identify 
land availability, address land 
tenure issues and progress 
planning for new subdivisions 
ensuring there is a plan for funding 
of trunk infrastructure to support 
new housing development now 
and into the future.

1 Form a Housing supply expert 
panel similar to SEQ to address:
a. Overcrowding in our 

Indigenous communities
b. Availability of housing which 

is leading to…
     i. Affordability of  

housing which is leading to…
 ii. significant social housing 

needs.

2 Renew the FNQ Regional 
Plan to incorporate 
strategies to reduce the 
number of people on the 
social housing register and 
enable affordable housing 
options.

3

We thank the State Government for committing $1.08 billion 
over 10 years under its Queensland Housing Strategy to address 
Indigenous housing across the State in 2020.

The recent COVID health restrictions, including social 
distancing measures highlighted the extent of pre-existing social 
issues which were amplified during the event, including the 
number of people living homeless and levels of over-crowding.  
The impacts were particularly acute for Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander peoples.  While there are distinct differences in 
public housing needs between discrete Indigenous communities 
such as Yarrabah, remote Indigenous community and Indigenous 
populations living in urban areas such as Cairns, generally this is 
detrimental to:
• health outcomes (Indigenous peoples are living on average 20 

years less than non-Indigenous peoples) 
• education (space to learn at home, ability to get to school)
• employment (ability to sleep well at night and then go to work)

The lack of stable and safe housing is a particularly disruptive 
force in the lives of children and youth.

Yarrabah is currently trying to manage a 
catastrophic housing crisis with over half the 
population homeless.  There are anecdotally 5,000 
people living in the community with 376 social 
houses and 306 people waitlisted.  

It is estimated that the community will need 235 new dwellings 
($124.6m), associated trunk infrastructure ($110.75m), upgrades 
to existing housing ($14.04m) and repairs and maintenance 
($4.26m) to meet current demand.

Federal committed funding for housing in Indigenous 
communities requires the rollout of local housing plans.  In 2020 
we recognised Local Housing Plans were being developed to 
identify what needs to happen to get new housing built, e.g. 
land availability, sub-divisions, trunk infrastructure.  We also 
understand that these had not progressed very far, two years 
on we are still waiting. The State Government has been slow in 
developing these plans with councils.  Councils’ involvement in 
this process has been further confused by Housing and Public 
Works wanting to put together a housing investment plan (which 
the communities believed were the local housing plans).

HOUSING FOR INDIGENOUS COMMUNITIES
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Among other factors, the housing crises faced by many 
community councils is a key driver of mobility to service centres 
such as Cairns.  This situation places additional pressure on an 
already over-extended housing and homelessness sector as well 
as intersecting crises supports such as domestic violence and 
emergency relief.  

The 2016 Census indicated that 2,362 people identified as 
experiencing homelessness in the Cairns region, with 238 
sleeping rough, 883 residing in over-crowded dwellings and 
432 in temporary accommodation.  Of this group, 19% were 
young people (ABS, 2016).  In Cairns, Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander people account for more than 70% of the homeless 
population (QCOSS, 2014). 

In Far North Queensland, the demand for social 
housing continues to outstrip housing stock, 
compounded by a vacancy rate of 0.6% overall 
(SQM Research, February 2022).  Our social  
housing needs are rapidly increasing:

Housing as we all know is the basic necessity to address:
• Health (life expectancy)
• Education (attendance and performance)
• Youth crime, and
• Employment (participation rates)

It is noted there are a number of housing strategies and 
investment opportunities in the Queensland Housing Plan 
however it is difficult with the resources we have outside of 
Cairns to capitalise on these opportunities.

In response to a joint submission from the Property Council 
of Australia and the Queensland Council of Social Services on 
the draft SEQ Regional Plan 2017 an SEQ housing supply expert 
Panel was formed.  This panel provides transparent, independent 
advice to the government about how to measure, report on and 
address land supply, development and housing affordability 
issues in SEQ.  FNQROC is calling for a similar panel for the region 
to address:

• Overcrowding in our Indigenous communities
• Availability of housing which is leading to
• Affordability of housing which is leading to
• Significant social housing needs.

SOCIAL HOUSING

Rental vacancy             1.7%                             0.6%

DHPW Social 
Housing Register
(Excludes Yarrabah)

 

2020               2022

 

(Herron 
Todd White)  (SQM Research)

 2370 
3041

4,975
68.5% Indigenous
(3,411)

6,289
72.85% Indigenous
(4,582)

No. of Properties 
needed

2,370
 

3,041
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REQUESTS
Support Cairns Regional 
Councils Water Security – 
Stage 1 project and match 
the federal governments 
bipartisan $107.5million 
commitment towards the 
project’s capital costs.

1 Etheridge Shire Council 
is supported through the 
next stage of the Gilbert 
River Irrigation Project 
to get the project listed 
as a State Coordinated 
Project and commence 
an Environmental Impact 
Statement estimated to 
cost $7.5million.

2 Renew the Regional Plan to 
articulate how the FNQ 2036 
strategic priority of “increase the 
supply of water to accommodate 
growth in the region” and “review 
institutional arrangements to 
ensure efficient, sustainable and 
equitable coordinated regional 
water planning and the delivery of 
bulk water supply and treatment 
services” will be implemented.

3

WATER  

Etheridge Agriculture Precinct
Is a strategic plan that supports the development of a regional 
precinct which fosters high value cropping and beef production 
on dry land and irrigated pastures.
The strategy includes the process for land development by 
streamlining the key issues of water allocation, vegetation 
management, native title, land tenure and the EPBC Act 
approvals and requirements.

Gilbert River Irrigation Project
As part of the Etheridge Agriculture Precinct the Gilbert River 
Irrigation Project Detailed Business Case (funded by the Maturing 
the Infrastructure Pipeline Program) was recently endorsed by 
Etheridge Shire Council (20th May 2020).   The DBC concludes 
that building a dam on the Gilbert River is technically feasible and 
economically viable.

The project involves the development of the Gilbert 
River Dam for Irrigation (primarily) and Water supply 
(Climate resilience) with a storage of 323.577 ML 
together with a network distribution of 81.6km.

The DBC identifies the project can support 17,990 hectares 
of new irrigated agriculture, assuming a crop mix of cotton, 
peanuts, avocados, bananas, citrus, fodder crops and mangoes. 

BULK (AGRICULTURAL) WATER THE PROJECT WILL DELIVER:
• Additional $85mil/year
• 370 FTE jobs during construction
• 2,285 FTE Operationally and ongoing 779 FTE directly 
related to agriculture, 1,506 FTE indirectly related 
i.e. provision of goods and services, transportation, 
processing, mechanical etc.) 

THE PROJECT HAS A BENEFIT-COST RATIO (BCR)  
OF 1.15 BASED ON P90 COST ESTIMATES.

The next stages are to get the project listed as a State 
Coordinated project and then undertake an Environmental 
Impact Statement (EIS) estimated to cost circa $7.5 million.  
Etheridge Shire Council is a small council with limited resources, 
and they will require assistance to progress this significant 
project.

Key points
• Project BCR of 1.15 based on P90 cost estimates
•  2,285 FTE jobs ongoing
• Additional $85 million per year
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Member councils are appreciative and supportive of Cairns Regional 
Councils consideration of the need to avoid conflict between 
urban water needs and water needed for agriculture production 
and expansion on the Atherton Tablelands.  By not drawing water 
from the Barron River they are not compromising the growth of this 
agricultural sector which is critically important to our region’s future 
prosperity.

Cairns’ primary water source, Copperlode Falls Dam, was built 
in 1976 when 58,000 people lived here. The dam has served Cairns 
well, but our service population has more than tripled to 198,000 
(residents and visitors). Copperlode will not be able to meet the 
water needs of our growing population.

Over the past 15 years, demand management activities has 
delivered a 38% reduction in water usage per capita but population 
growth has outstripped these savings.

Based on existing supply capacity within the Cairns Water Supply 
Scheme and future population growth projections, Cairns will be at 
risk of drinking water shortfall by the middle of the 2020s. Cairns 
receives plenty of rainfall in the wet season, but they need increased 
capacity to capture, treat, store and deliver water to the population. 

Council is seeking a $215 million contribution from the State and 
Federal Governments ($107.5 million each) towards the project’s 
capital costs.

Our goal is to provide safe and reliable drinking water to our 
communities.  There are numerous strategies to manage the need 
to upgrade, replace or provide new assets however despite these 
initiatives (which are ongoing) councils still find themselves under 
financial pressure to manage water and associated assets.  

Below is a summary list of Planned Regional Water Infrastructure 
Upgrades which total $350million across the region.

URBAN WATER
Cairns Water Security – Stage 1 Project

  
Cairns - Hypochlorite Site Works .................................  $ 829,923 
STP Pumping Station/Plant Upgrades .........................  $ 910,078 
Babinda STP Upgrade ...................................................  $ 200,000 
Cairns Water Security – Stage 1 Project  .....................  $ 248,000,000 

Cardwell - Meunga Intake Reservoir Upgrade ............  $ 4,000,000 
Tully - Hyatt Street Reservoir Upgrade ........................  $ 4,000,000 
Tully - New Clarifier for STP .........................................  $ 2,200,000 

Cooktown - Water Main Renewal .................................  $ 460,000 
Coen Water Main Renewal ............................................  $ 150,000 
Cooktown - STP Upgrade..............................................  $ 195,000 
Laura - Pump Replacement .........................................  $ 30,000 
Annan - WTP Shed  .......................................................  $ 60,000 

NIL  .................................................................................  $  -   

Alternate Intake Drumsara Mossman River ................  $ 5,500,000 
Cooya Reservoir Upgrades ...........................................  $ 1,300,000 
New Bulk Water Storage - 1.3GL...................................  $ 30,000,000 
Whyanbeel Network Water Main Renewal ...................  $ 4,700,000 

Georgetown - Raw Water Tank  ...................................  $ 195,000 
Charleston Dam Connection to 
Forsayth and Georgetown ............................................  $ 150,000 
Forsayth - Upgrades to WTP ........................................  $ 75,000 

PROJECT TYPE      $ PROJECTED/PLANNED INVESTMENT

WTP Filter Upgrade .......................................................  $ 650,000 

Kowa St WTP Filtration Upgrade ..................................  $ 7,603,830 
New pressure booster pump station ...........................  $ 3,391,245 

Ravenshoe S1 - Reservoir, Pump Stations,  
Intakes, Trunk Pipelines ...............................................  $ 2,855,000 
Ravenshoe S2 - WTP, Pump Station,  
Trunk Pipelines .............................................................  $ 9,123,000 
Atherton - Borefield, Trunk Pipelines,  
Pump Station, Intake ....................................................  $ 18,912,000 
Johnstone River - WTP, Trunk Pipelines,  
Pump Station .................................................................  $ 894,000 
High Country - Reservoir, Pump Station,  
Chlorinator .....................................................................  $ 400,000 
Millaa Millaa - WTP, Trunk Pipelines .............................  $ 400,000 
Mt Garnet - Borefield, Trunk Pipeline, Pump Station ..  $ 1,840,000 
Walkamin - Bore, Trunk Pipeline, Chlorinator .............  $ 725,000 
Yungaburra - Reservoir, WTP, Pump Station,  
Trunk Pipleine ...............................................................  $ 1,581,000 
Atherton STP Upgrade ..................................................  $ 26,900,000 
Yungaburra STP Upgrades ...........................................  $ 5,098,000 

Wujal Wujal Aboriginal Shire Council ...........................  TBC 

Yarrabah Sewage and Reticulation Treatment Plant .  $ 8,000,000 Hinchinbrook Shire Council ..........................................  TBC

TOTAL SIGNIFICANT NETWORK INVESTMENTS  $  383,328,076

PROJECT TYPE      $ PROJECTED/PLANNED INVESTMENT

PLANNED REGIONAL WATER INFRASTRUCTURE UPGRADES - SIGNIFICANT PROJECTS
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FOR DISCUSSION
$902mil maintenance 
backlog in our region.1 Kuranda Range Road 2 NQ Freight Study 3

ROADS

$902mil maintenance backlog –  
what strategies are TMR employing  
to close this gap.
Far North Queensland experiences a distinct wet season and is 
susceptible to extreme weather events impacting accessibility 
due to inadequate road networks resilience and redundancy.  This 
is combined with inconsistent and poor road conditions.  There 
is a $902mil maintenance backlog which is further limiting FNQ 
in meeting its potential, with significant economic and social 
implications.  

Our opportunities include:
• Agricultural growth
• Tourism growth (current value of tourism using our roads is 

$951mil per year).
• Future development in the mining and resource industry.
• Emerging opportunities such as shipbuilding, education, 

tropical health, etc.
• Improved social outcomes for our Indigenous communities
• The emerging Green Economy

We understand it is not feasible or affordable for government 
to upgrade all the region’s roads to a desired standard.  
Investment must be targeted to those upgrades that provide 
the best return for the immediate, medium and longer term.  
We want to understand how this backlog will be reduced.

Kuranda Range Road – has not been assessed based 
on how the road should function i.e b-double access, safe travel 
speed of 60 or 80 km per hour.  Rather it has been assessed 
based on its current condition/constraints.  12 minutes to travel 
9.5 km, 14 minutes if behind a heavy vehicle have been deemed 
acceptable – this is 47.5 and 40 km/hr for 9.5km.   

Regardless of the many debates which could be had on the 
contents within the technical documents, the community 
is only interested in a commitment to find and construct a 
solution for safety and efficiency.  Regardless of the short-
term recommendations the technical documents identify that 
incidents will continue and grow in number thus further affecting 
efficiency.

The FNQ community know that if a similar road in SEQ was 
closed as much as Kuranda a resolution would be found promptly.  
The community is frustrated, feel ignored and this will only get 
worse as they hear of investments in SEQ to support the Olympic 
Games.  

FNQROC has proven that we would advocate federally for 
Kuranda Range Road to commit to a solution but until TMR 
acknowledge there is an issue and articulate a plan of attack the 
community will continue to voice their frustrations.     

Noted in the Cairns to Northern Tablelands Study was a need to 
renew the FNQ Regional Plan.  We would appreciate your support 
on this.

NQ Freight Study – please don’t let the FNQ Regional plan 
inform it the same way it was used to inform the C2NTAS – we 
know it is flawed and we’d appreciate this error not transcending 
into another state strategy document.  The FNQ Regional Plan 
does not focus on economic development, it is focused on 
constraining and managing growth.
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REQUEST
More strategic governance of state funding to programs (such as Mobile Black spot Program and 
Regional Connectivity Program) to meet actual needs of remote people. 1

COMMUNICATIONS

A U S T R A L I A’ S  L E A S T 
D I G I TA L L Y  I N C L U D E D 
R U R A L  A R E A S  A R E 
N O R T H  W E S T  Q L D  ( 5 2 . 6 ) 
C O AS TA L  Q L D  ( 5 5 . 4 ) 

D I G I TA L  I N C L U S I O N  I N D E X  S C O R E S  2 0 2 0

ACCESS

DIGITAL ABILITY 

REGIONAL
AUSTRALIA CAIRNS

NWEST 
QUEENSLANDAUSTRALIA 

72.7 72.2 67.776.3

52.0

AFFORDABILITY 52.960.9 54.053.6

46.0 45.8 36.1

OVERALL DIGITAL 
INCLUSION 63.0 52.657.4 57.3

Mobile Blackspot Audit
FNQROC has undertaken a mobile blackspot audit on our 
heavy vehicle and tourism routes within the region.  These 
routes totalled over 5,100km and it was found that 3,550km 
(~70%) was in a blackspot (3G and 4G).  Within capital cities 
and the surrounds, this would be less than 1%, highlighting 
the continuing digital divide.
   It is recognised that these blackspots will not be eliminated 
overnight, it is also recognised that a strategic prioritisation 
plan to reduce these blackspots is also required.  To develop 
this strategic prioritisation plan it would require working with 
(but not limited to):
• Telco’s to understand their future plans.
• Dept. Emergency Services to identify their priority areas 

for coverage.
• Transport/Agricultural/grazing/mining industries.
• Dept. Transport to understand their future capital projects 

and incident cluster areas in blackspots.
• Ergon/Powerlink to understand their future capital 

projects.
It is also understood there are a significant number of 
microwave tower/transmitter locations across the region, 
which are at the end of their life.  The taxpayer paid for these 
assets and we are seeking to understand if these could be 
used to improve mobile communications.   
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REQUEST
Queensland State Government to accept all associated waste management costs generated within 
the Queensland National Parks networks, including waste generated by Queensland Parks and Wildlife 
Service works, Service staff and tourist visitors.

1

There are 223 National Parks within Queensland, the highest 
number of any Australian state or territory. According to a survey 
conducted by the Queensland Parks and Wildlife Service (QPWS) in 
2012, there are 6.2 million annual terrestrial park visits (to national 
parks, state forests and QPWS managed areas), and 1.7 million 
marine park visits. In the local context example, Cook Shire covers 
an area of over 106,000 square kilometres, with 17% owned by the 
State and designated as national parks. For instance, Lakefield 
National Park, a popular tourist destination, is 5,370 km2 in size.

Queensland Parks and Wildlife Service has adopted a ‘no 
dumping in the park’ philosophy for the management of waste 
in national parks across Cape York Peninsula. As such, tourist 
visitors are required to carry their own waste for subsequent 
disposal at formal waste facilities. 

In addition, tourist websites direct visitors to waste facilities 
including the Cooktown, Ayton, Lakeland and Laura Waste 
Transfer Stations, all of which are only open during restricted 
hours. 
While we understand this policy from a logistics point of view, 
one of the consequences of this policy is that the burden of 
managing waste generated within these areas has shifted to 
small local businesses such as roadhouses, and ultimately to 
local government, as tourists convey their waste to a drop-off 
point which becomes the responsibility of local governments 
to manage.

With the introduction of the waste levy by the State 
Government, an unintended consequence is that small local 
businesses now incur additional costs (this waste is deemed 
commercial waste) of at least $75.00/tonne to manage waste 
generated by visitors to State and National parks.  In Cook Shire’s 
case, although it is outside of the levy zone, waste is transported 
to landfills within the levy zone, predominantly Springmount and 
hence the levy applies, the costs of which are passed on to the 
landfill’s customers.

The Cape York is large in area with a low population base, to 
assist in managing small amounts of community waste, council 
has provided local waste solutions for small pockets of the 
community being small landfill sites servicing approx. 30 people.  
As formal waste facilities are in excess of 200km away, these 
small facilities have also been utilised by tourists, illegal waste 
collected, and Qld Parks and Wildlife staff.

Recent changes to the Environmental Protection Regulation 
2019 now require all small landfill sites to be licensed. Cook Shire 
Council will not be able to meet the licensing requirements and 
therefore these will all need to be closed.  Council will now have to 
collect and transport this material to a Council-operated landfill 
or waste disposal site, at Council’s expense.  Given the very small 
rate base and resident populations in these remote areas, the 
vast majority of waste is and will continue to be generated by 
tourist visitors to the surrounding national parks.  As an example, 
Council has three 10m3 recycling skip bins located at Marina Plains 
(Annie River), Port Stewart and Starke River. During the tourist 
season, these skip bins have to be emptied every two to three 
weeks.

As a region, we want to encourage responsible management 
of waste and to mitigate illegal dumping however these policies 
overlayed on each make this unaffordable and unachievable in 
our remote areas.  This will increase illegal dumping in all National 
Parks in remote locations; with those councils ill-equipped to 
manage the result.  
Key points
•   Large areas of National Parks in FNQ.
•  No dumping in the park is putting a financial strain on rural and 

remote councils.
•  Councils unable to meet new licencing requirements for small 

landfill sites.
•    Illegal dumping will increase in remote areas.

WASTE MANAGEMENT 
IN QLD STATE AND NATIONAL PARKS 


